
The First Nordic Biomathematics Days, Helsinki, 22-23 October 2019

Practical Information

I. VENUE

The address of the conference venue is Unioninkatu 37 (Swedish: Unionsgatan 37; please note that
street names are bilingual). The map below shows the location relative to the main railway station
(Helsingin päärautatieasema, left) and the Lutheran Cathedral (Helsingin tuomiokirkko, bottom).

From the street, you will see only an inconspicuous little door:

Unioninkatu



Enter through this door and walk to the opposite side of the building to find the main entrance (no
mistake, you'll find the fence as shown below):

The lecture room is on the ground floor to the left, near to the entrance (just pass the janitor and
turn to the left). Ours is the only lecture hall (Finnish: luentosali) in this building.

II. LUNCH PLACES

The program starts on Tuesday after lunch. For the Wednesday lunch break, the nearest options to
have lunch include the UniCafe Soc&Com (student) restaurant next door, a vegan cafe and a sushi
place (both small) very nearby, and many nice lunch restaurants and cafes towards the centre.
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Some choices pretty close (but I am afraid the gradient of niceness points away from our venue...):
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III. FROM/TO THE AIRPORT

There is a train station at the airport (Finnish: lentoasema), from where you can take a local train to
the Central Railway Station of Helsinki ([pää]rautatieasema). The walkway to the trains leaves the
airport inbetween terminals 1 and 2. The local trains I and P both operate between the airport and
the Central Railway Station, on different routes; the shorter route is to take train P from the airport
to the centre and train I on the way back to the airport, but the difference is quite small, so you
might want to take whichever comes first. The webpage https://www.hsl.fi/en/ringrailline shows a
map of the routes. Tickets must be bought in advance, there are ticket vending machines at the
station.


